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It’s pretty hard to be anything but glowing 
about the Sanlam Round the Island Race 
(SRTIR). Excellent organization by the host 
club, Lake Deneys Yacht Club (LDYC), a 
great sponsor in Sanlam, good parties and 
the opportunity to see heaps of sailing 
mates (1400 people sailed this year) 
makes attending an absolute must. Throw 
in the chance to watch some of the hottest 
new boats in action and, this year, record-
setting conditions, and you have a truly 
awesome event.

For the past few years, LDYC has 
focussed very hard on growing the SRTIR 
into a fully fledged regatta, and it now has 
to rate as one of the best in the country. 
While the Round the Island Race on 
the Sunday is the main event (440 boats 
entered this year), it’s preceded by two 
days of round the cans sailing and these 
are attracting bigger and bigger fleets. 
The Commodore’s Cup on Friday had 
23 finishers while the Tune Up Race on 
Saturday afternoon had 115 boats sailing. 
Added to this, the Rebel dinghy used the 
Friday and Saturday for their Sub Saharan 
Champs (unofficial Nationals).

The new boats on display this year 
were particularly cool. The 30-foot Sea Cart 
trimaran, built by Marstom in Sweden (who 
also build the best Tornados in the world), 
is probably the fastest boat in South Africa 
of any size, and was well sailed by a team 
led by skipper Dan Colyn and helmsman 
Ben Mienie. The Sea Cart’s speed made 
time/distance equations for some of the 
other sailors quite hard, as shown by one 
of the Rebels that tacked onto port soon 
after a start on Saturday, only to almost get 
run over by the trimaran that appeared out 
of nowhere.

All the new Sportsboat classes also made an appearance. 
Chris Frost trailed his very new 10m Chinese-built Flying Tiger 
from Durban while Nicholas Mace brought two Melges 24s from 
Cape Town. They were joined by two Pacer 27s and having all 
three types of boat competing against each other for the first time 
probably gave the Lipton Cup trustees something to think about. 
Other noteworthy big boats included the classy-looking J105 Mitel 
Pants on Fire and a Fast 42.

The Sea Cart gave early notice that it was fast and its team 
well-practised by winning Friday’s Commodore’s Cup with a fairly 
comfortable 39 second corrected time margin over Kobus Geyser’s 
Halcat and Francois Joubert, also on a Halcat, in third. Maybe more 
significantly, the Sea Cart took just over 25 minutes to complete the 
course while the next boat over the line, a Hobie 16, took over 36 
minutes. 

The Sea Cart got around the course in Saturday’s Tune Up Race 
rather quickly as well, crossing the finish line two minutes ahead 
of Alec Lanham-Love’s 49er and Alan Lion-Cachet, also on a 49er. 
However, on corrected time, it was Hans Rogotzki (505) from Roy 
Dunster (Rebel) and Sarel van der Merwe (Mosquito).

Friday and Saturday had perfect conditions – breeze generally 
between 10 and 15 knots, sunshine, etc. It seemed unlikely that 
the weather could hold for the race around the island, especially as 
the prophets of doom (aka the National Weather Office) had been 
predicting a drifter for much of the week before. 

However, by 07h30 there was some breeze and by the first start 
at 08h20, it had built to around 15 knots in the gusts. Even more 
important, the direction was perfect – the westerly breeze meant a 
reach to the island, a beat around the back, and fetch and one tack 
beat for the return trip.

The reach to the island for many of the boats was spectacular. 
From a personal point of view, it has to rate as one of my best 
spinnaker legs ever. Gusts of up to 20 knots were recorded on some 
of the boats and it’s not often that you get to blast off down a 10km 
reach on a dinghy. The fact that the waves were quite big and there 
was plenty of wind made the leg quite hairy, but a heck of a lot 
more fun because of it. 

The first leg also put the existing record of 1hour 1 minute and 
27 seconds, set by Eric and Julie Cook sailing a Tornado in 1998, 
in danger, with the quickest boats reaching the island in under 20 
minutes.

The back of the island was quite flukey – there was enough 
breeze, but also quite a lot of traffic, and the island itself disturbed 
the wind quite a lot. However, the leg home again was excellent 
with decent pressure the whole way.

Up front, the SRTIR was turning into a multihull benefit regatta 
and the Sea Cart crossed the line first in 55 min 37 seconds, 
claiming the R10 000 cheque for being the first boat to sail the 
course in under one hour. It was followed about four minutes 
later by two Tornadoes. However, both had started with the micro-
multihulls (instead of with the other cat ‘dinghies’) and were both 
judged OCS, disqualifying them from the race

On corrected time, the Sea Cart was pushed out of first by Paul 
Troll’s Hobie 16 Legend, which went around the island in a very 
respectable 1hr,11mins, giving it the second fastest elapsed time 
after the Tornadoes were disqualified, with another Hobie 16 sailed 
by Michael Herald in third.

Nice ‘n relaxed - that’s how some prefer to take in the race.

Results
Overall - Corrected Time
1 H16 Legend Troll, Paul
2 Seacart Seacart Colyn, Danie
3 H16 . Herald, Michael
4 49er . Langham-Love, Alec
5 Dart - 2up Genoa Sofisticat Robinson, Ricky
6 Mosquito Red Hot Chilli Pepper Meyer, George
7 H16 Microtronix Fine, Robert
8 Mosquito The Pied Piper Odendaal, Peter
9 Mosquito Tickled Pink Van Der Merwe, Sarel
10 H16 . Purchase, Richard

The mass starts are just one of the many spectacles 
visitors witness during this unique event.

Sanlam Round the Island Race

Race Record Broken By Roy Dunster
Pics by Eleanor Spies
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All the new Sportsboat classes also made an appearance. 
Chris Frost trailed his very new 10m Chinese-built Flying Tiger 
from Durban while Nicholas Mace brought two Melges 24s from 
Cape Town. They were joined by two Pacer 27s and having all 
three types of boat competing against each other for the first time 
probably gave the Lipton Cup trustees something to think about. 
Other noteworthy big boats included the classy-looking J105 Mitel 
Pants on Fire and a Fast 42.

The Sea Cart gave early notice that it was fast and its team 
well-practised by winning Friday’s Commodore’s Cup with a fairly 
comfortable 39 second corrected time margin over Kobus Geyser’s 
Halcat and Francois Joubert, also on a Halcat, in third. Maybe more 
significantly, the Sea Cart took just over 25 minutes to complete the 
course while the next boat over the line, a Hobie 16, took over 36 
minutes. 

The Sea Cart got around the course in Saturday’s Tune Up Race 
rather quickly as well, crossing the finish line two minutes ahead 
of Alec Lanham-Love’s 49er and Alan Lion-Cachet, also on a 49er. 
However, on corrected time, it was Hans Rogotzki (505) from Roy 
Dunster (Rebel) and Sarel van der Merwe (Mosquito).

Friday and Saturday had perfect conditions – breeze generally 
between 10 and 15 knots, sunshine, etc. It seemed unlikely that 
the weather could hold for the race around the island, especially as 
the prophets of doom (aka the National Weather Office) had been 
predicting a drifter for much of the week before. 

However, by 07h30 there was some breeze and by the first start 
at 08h20, it had built to around 15 knots in the gusts. Even more 
important, the direction was perfect – the westerly breeze meant a 
reach to the island, a beat around the back, and fetch and one tack 
beat for the return trip.

The reach to the island for many of the boats was spectacular. 
From a personal point of view, it has to rate as one of my best 
spinnaker legs ever. Gusts of up to 20 knots were recorded on some 
of the boats and it’s not often that you get to blast off down a 10km 
reach on a dinghy. The fact that the waves were quite big and there 
was plenty of wind made the leg quite hairy, but a heck of a lot 
more fun because of it. 

The first leg also put the existing record of 1hour 1 minute and 
27 seconds, set by Eric and Julie Cook sailing a Tornado in 1998, 
in danger, with the quickest boats reaching the island in under 20 
minutes.

The back of the island was quite flukey – there was enough 
breeze, but also quite a lot of traffic, and the island itself disturbed 
the wind quite a lot. However, the leg home again was excellent 
with decent pressure the whole way.

Up front, the SRTIR was turning into a multihull benefit regatta 
and the Sea Cart crossed the line first in 55 min 37 seconds, 
claiming the R10 000 cheque for being the first boat to sail the 
course in under one hour. It was followed about four minutes 
later by two Tornadoes. However, both had started with the micro-
multihulls (instead of with the other cat ‘dinghies’) and were both 
judged OCS, disqualifying them from the race

On corrected time, the Sea Cart was pushed out of first by Paul 
Troll’s Hobie 16 Legend, which went around the island in a very 
respectable 1hr,11mins, giving it the second fastest elapsed time 
after the Tornadoes were disqualified, with another Hobie 16 sailed 
by Michael Herald in third.
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In the keelboats, there was a great 
battle amongst the Sportsboats for line 
honours, and on handicap the Melges 
24s and Pacer 27s sailed with identical 
ratings. Paul Wilcox’s Melges Harken 
Racing, in particular, had a good reach to 
the island, rounding the first mark in front. 
However, the longer waterline length of 
the Flying Tiger Prodigy IV was a help on 
the way back and Chris Frost and his team 
overhauled the smaller Melges before the 
finish to take line honours in the keelboats 
by just five seconds with Rick Nankin’s 
Pacer 27 Unmatched another 31 seconds 
further back. On handicap in the keelboats, 
it was Wilcox from Roy Spurdle’s Farr 38 
Madame Pizazz and then Nankin.

505s tend to be pretty good weapons 
for SRTIR and this year was no different. 
Amongst the dinghies, they filled two of 
the top three places but were pushed out 
of first place by Alec ‘Pops’ Lanham-Love 
and Wyndham Topps on their very well-
sailed 49er (fourth overall). Hans Rogotski 
on Flying Freddie was second and Thomas 
Funke on Gus was third. The first under 
15-ft monohull was Roy Dunster’s Rebel,
Green Day.

In the smaller cats, Paul Troll and 
Michael Herald naturally took the top 
two spots, and were followed by Ricky 

Results
Line Honours - (Elapsed time shown)
1 Seacart Seacart Colyn, Danie 0:55:37
2 H16 Legend Troll, Paul 1:11:10
3 49er Langham-Love, Alec 1:11:17
4 H16 Herald, Michael 1:15:43
5 Dragonfly - Bowspri Fast Lion-Cachet, Brian 1:15:54
6 Dart - 2up Genoa Sofisticat Robinson, Ricky 1:19:39
7 H16 Microtronix Fine, Robert 1:19:40
8 H16 Purchase, Richard 1:20:22
9 Dart - 2up Genoa Aristocat Swart, Leon 1:21:21
10 Dart - 2up Genoa Saphire Taljaard, Brendon 1:21:30

Heading home and towards the finish 
line after an exhilerating race.

Results

Corrected Time by Class/Type (winners only)

29er Fugged Dann, Robert

49er Langham-Love, Alec

505  Flying Freddie Rogotzki, Hans

Adelie 16 Gigster Viljoen, Llewellyn

Andy Philip, Michael

Astove 30 Dutyfree Ii Tanga Vennell, Keith

Atlantis 36 Facination Lindner, Heinz

Avocett Vini Vidi Vici Spronk, Boudewyn

Beneteau 35 Misty Blue Hayton, Michael

Buccaneer La Bianca Laubscher, Jan

Cape Cutter 19 Aquila Saayman, Nelis

Carribea 28 Catcha Booga De Vries, Graham

Corrida 36 Wild Rose Wright, Malcolm

Dart - 2up Genoa Sofisticat Robinson, Ricky

Dart - Single Handed Brussow, Phillip

Dean 26 Mgwagwa Van Gool, Andrew

Dragonfly Shalaubre Mason, Gary

Dragonfly - Bowsprit Fast Lion-Cachet, Brian

Dynamite 2 - Asy  Only Stoked Campbell, Struan

Elf 26 Sensamelia Hooper, Gordon

Elvstrom 1/4 Tonner Hagar Berry, Steve

Fantasia 28 Tequila Sunrise Hamlett, Ronnie

continued overleaf
The stronger winds this year provided some spirited 
action.
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The Sanlam Round the Island Race saw a 
gathering of Sportsboats for the first time 
in South Africa. With five different boats 
and three manufacturers represented, it 
was an opportunity for sailors to see what 
the different boats had to offer. With not 
much wind the day before the race there 
was little opportunity to see these boats 
perform.

Needless to say, all the Sportsboat 
crews were praying for decent breeze 
on the Sunday morning. With a 08h20 
start planned, it would be great to have 
decent wind. The forecast the night before 
had said that we could expect 8 - 9 knots 
and while this was not really enough, it 
was better than the 3 - 4 that is so often a 
feature of this race.

But the wind gods were kind and we 
saw a gradual increase during the race with 
some nice puffs in the 12-knot range.

With over 400 boats on the start it 
was pretty chaotic and the name of the 
game was find clear air and start on time. 
With the first leg being a close reach to the 
bottom of the island it would be imperative 
to get away from the fleet immediately and 
hoist spinnakers for a drag race.

While everyone chose a different part 
of the start line, all the Sportsboats got 
away cleanly and hoisted spinnakers. This 

is where they excel and in no time at all 
they were away from the pack and off to 
the island. Paul Willcox, sailing the Melges 
24 Harken Racing and Rick Nankin, sailing 
the Pacer 27 Unmatched, were the weather 
boats. Marco Tobin, sailing Melges Racing, 
started in the middle of the line while Chris 
Frost sailing his brand new Flying Tiger 10, 
Prodigy IV, and Bo Szalek sailing his Pacer 
27 Hyperactive, were the leeward boats.

With lots of puffs and wind changes, 
it was a dash to the bottom of the island 
where the boats converged for the first 
t i m e . Pa u l Wi l l c o x 
was first to the bottom, 
fol lowed by Nankin, 
Frost, Tobin and Szalek. 
A couple of tacks behind 
the island and it was time 
to aim for the finish. Paul 
touched the bottom close 
to the mark and managed 
to get free before anyone 
could catch him. 

Now it was a fetch 
home with headsails 
only. It was just too shy 
to hoist a spinnaker, but 
very tempting. Nice, fast 
headsail sail ing with 
lots of gusts and wind 

shifts. In these conditions, Prodigy’s longer 
waterline helped and she was able to pass 
Unmatched on the way to the finish and 
Harken Racing right at the end to finish 
five seconds ahead. Fantastic sailing by 
everyone and a great race. 

Finishing order across the line was: 
Prodigy, Harken Racing, Unmatched, 
Melges Racing and Hyperactive. On 
corrected time, Harken Racing was the first 
Sportsboat and the first keel boat to finish, 
a fitting addition to Paul’s recent win at 
Table Bay Week.   •

Sanlam Round the Island race

Sportsboats Brag
Robinson’s Dart Sofisticat (fifth overall). 

Amongst the micro-multihulls, it was the Sea Cart from Brian 
Lion Cachet’s Dragonfly Fast and Krokodil, another Dragonfly 
steered by Timothy O’Leary.

LDYC’s mission this year was to get the race into the 
Guinness Book of Records in the category ‘Most yachts in 
an inland race’, and finalizing their submission was work-in-
progress at the time of writing. The record is taken from the 
number of finishers (388) rather than the number of starters and 
the club will go all out to improve on this for next year, the 50th 
anniversary of the race. 

LDYC have a great formula. They do one massive event 
each year which attracts most of the best sailors in the country 
(making the races hard, and therefore, satisfying to win) and is 
user-friendly enough to draw in lots of other people that just 
want to have fun. They also do it incredibly well – little touches 
like having all the trophies engraved before prize giving shows 
how organized they are.

The 2008 regatta has already been given a massive shot in 
the arm by Sanlam, confirming at prize giving that it is onboard 
for at least another year. Moreover, there is added incentive 
to get around the island quickly – two private companies, 
Insulectric (www.insulectric.com) and TCD Holdings (www.tcd.
co.za), have announced the Sub-45 Round the Island Challenge 
with the prize being a R100 000 cheque to the first boat to sail 
the race in less than 45 minutes. Exact details of the challenge 
are still being worked out, but their objective is to promote 
sailing in South Africa and the Vaal Dam through LDYC. They 
hope that SRTIR becomes the richest inland event in the world 
and are challenging corporate South Africa to at least match 
their amount. The challenge should result in some very fast, 
media-friendly boats sailing next year.  •

Results
Corrected Time by Class/Type (winners only) continued...
Farr 38 Madame Pazzazz Brandon, Roy Spurdle
Fast 42 Baleka Karolius, Herbert
FD Flashdance 2 Von Der Fecht, Dirk
Finn Bohnsack, Gerd
Fireball Beach Ball Wertheim Aymes, David
First 8 Cabriolet Duff, C
Flamenca - Racing Gymnogene Vermeulen, Francois
Flamenca - Std Navigator Kelly, Simon
Flying Tiger Prodigy IV Frost, Chris
Formula One Impulse Bremner, Richard
GP14 Goobie Wolhuter, Arno
H14 Handley, Robert
H14 Turbo Peanut Hurter, Dain
H16 Legend Troll, Paul
H18 Trinity Reinecke, Niël  (D)
H22 (Humphies) Reggae Stevens, Wesley
H23 About Time Prydekker, Marcel
H34 Moonpath Richards, Bruce
Halcat - 1up Geyser, Kobus
Halcat - 2up Banana Split Van Der Walt, Johan
Hobie 20 Fox - Spin  Fox Page, Ed
Hunter Frigg DAC Dev. Team 1
Hunter 280 Just About Breary, Trevor
Impact Even More Piat, Marc
J105 Mitel Pants on Fire Thompson, Paul
J22 Alfa Romeo Donald, Trevor
J24 Yankee Girl Hulleman, Trevor
J27 Bateleur 2 Leenstra, Al
Jaguar Majestic Swart, Jaco
L20 Ariel V Smith, Alec
L26 Street Car Willcox, Rob
L36 Still Crusin Osborne, Ron
L20 Ariel V Smith, Alec
L26 Street Car Willcox, Rob
L36 Still Crusin Osborne, Ron
L39 Anastasia Meyer, Hans
Laser Windy Ass De Raay, Leon
Laser 2 Liewe Heksie Kasselman, Tom
Leopard 40 Le Cat Groves, Ed
M&W Freeweigh Duffield, Derek
MacGregor 26 L Avenir Greyling, Rudi
Melges 24 Harken Racing Willcox, Paul
Mistral Ruach Telford, David
Mistral Bulb Sunshine Bateman, Clive
Miura - With Furler Kinetics Herbst, Wilhelm
Mosquito Red Hot Chilli Pepper Meyer, George
Mount Gay Utax Schweitzer, Craig
Nimbus Stratus Farrington, Simon
Ocean 31 Water Witch Simpson, Les
P16 Black Martin, Tony
P18 Climer Morris, Gavin
P19 New Generation Adams, Danny
Pacer 27 Unmatched Nankin, Rick
Paper Tiger Ball, Peter
Peterson 33 Barefoot Dancer Hamilton, Niel
RCOD Spray Armfield, John
Rebel Green Day Dunster, Ron
Roberts 27 Toeks Venter, Jan
Sadler 32 Daydream Mellet, Francois
Seacart Seacart Colyn, Danie
Simonis 35 Ciao Bella Hammick, Mark
Spirit 28 Bout Time Klijnstra, Maarten
Sprog Sexy Santeiro, David
Squib Kramer, Leon
Stadt 22 G-force Du Plessis, Francois 
Stadt 23 Adrenalin Bailie, Bryan
Stadt 26 Mystic Haddock, Brent
Stadt 34 Ice Breaker Lister, David
Sweetpea - Std Enigma Mcmillan, G
Theta 26 - Cruising Fin Foot Pawson, Gavin
Theta 26 - Racing Mod La Grizette Kleynjan, Onno
Tlc 27 Paragon Slacke, Geoff
TM 30 Wild Child Paterson, Terence
Tornado - Classic Impresion Du Plessis, Cornelius
Tornado - Sport Smokin Rose Pace, Denise
Tosca 36 Salty Goose Von Moltke, Franz
Trapper Cheers Marx, David
Twiggy Trilonium Teasdale, Craig
Villain 30 Largo Vosloo, Fanie
Vivacity 20 - Twin Dreamone Harvey, Ian
Weekender Jaquelene Carter, David
Wildcat 30 Avalon Op T Hof, Anthony
Windrider 16 De Bruin, Nols

Big and small, cruiser and racer - they all compete and enjoy the challenge as the 
fleet prepares to round the southern end of the island.
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